
Blue Planet Project Year 3 

 

Predators of the Sea 

 

● Research tasks: 

- Use videos, the web and fact books to research what a predator is.  

- What are the characteristics of the different predators?  

- What is a carnivore? 

- What sea predators are there? What do they eat?  

- Research habitats evaluating how effective and appropriate they are for the animal, 

using research as evidence. 

Geography - Habitats of predators of the sea.  

● Do predators live in particular oceans?  

● Look at the different oceans and the climate and habitat of each of the oceans. 

● Discuss differences and similarities of the oceans, which predators live in.  

● Discuss the differences and similarities between sea predators.  

● Are there more sea predators in some oceans compared to others? Why do you think 

this is? Is there a difference in the size of the predators? 

 

English (computing) 

● Create a powerpoint on sea predators to present to your family and the class on your 

return to school.  

● Draw and label a sea predator in its habitat.  

● Children use adjectives to describe. Extend descriptions using relative pronouns 

(who/that/which/when). 

● Children try to ensure that some of their use a range of sentences Alan Peat sentence 

type posters 

● Write a letter to the government about why and how we can save the oceans and 

reduce sea pollution. (Useful higher order conjunctions to write the letter - however, 

because, as a result, therefore, in addition) 

 

Grammar and Spelling 

● to know how to spell words with the prefix anti- auto- dis- mis- in- im- 

● to know how to spell words with the suffix –tion –sion –cian –ssion 

● Make a mind map and list words which can end with a suffix or start with a prefix. 

● How many synonyms can you come up with for sharp, scary and big. 

● Use personification to describe the ocean. Personification is when you give something 

human characteristics eg ‘the wind whispered in my ear’ 

● Spelling Games 

- How many words can you make from the word predators? 

http://www.kelsall.cheshire.sch.uk/serve_file/94451
http://www.kelsall.cheshire.sch.uk/serve_file/94451


Art/Design 

● Create a 3D shark in its natural environment.  

● Be as creative as you like, using any materials or recycled materials that you have at 

home.  

 

 

 

 

 

Useful sites  

  Food webs/chains                    Oceans                     Wonder of underwater world  

                      

 

 

BBC Bitesize Deadly Predators 

 


